
The Marty Brown Case
Marty Brown, a plant biologist at a major research university, is investigating the potential

utility of transgenic tobacco plants as "factories" for the production of foreign proteins. The
potential benefit ofthis research to human medicine is clear. For instance, the non-plant gene that
Brown is working with right now is human Factor VIII, a protein essential for blood clotting and
the protein that most people with hemophilia lack.

In his current experiment, Brown has introduced a construct ofthe Factor VIII gene into
tobacco and has 100 transgenic plants that he is studying in a developmental time course. He is
following both Factor VIII production and the plants' growth to assess the effect of the foreign
gene on the plant's development, and vice versa.

Brown is excited about the success of his experiment thus far, and he feels that the potential
uses for his findings make it imperative that he publish as soon as possible. A disease-tree, inex-
pensive source of Human Factor VIII would be of great benefit to hemophiliacs, who run the risk
of contracting disease trom plasma-derived sources and who must find a way to pay about
$100,000 per year for their treatment. The urgency is all the more real to Brown, whose infant son
is a hemophiliac. The sooner Brown's promising results are published, the sooner other scientists
will be able to follow his line of work, and the sooner his discovery can have a practical, clinical
impact.

One Friday, late in January, Brown checks on the 100 transgenic tobacco plants that have now
been in the greenhouse for about a month. He discovers that twelve of them are beginning to look
sickly. Their leaves are drooping a bit and turning yellow on the edges. He records this in his
notebook, and also notes that all ofthese plants are close to the door. Later, in the lab, when he
checks his previous results, he finds that these twelve plants have been producing Factor VIII at a
consistently higher level than the other plants. Only one other plant had Factor VIII in this range,
although quite a few came close.

Feeling pressed for time, Brown decides not to investigate the cause of the poorer growth of
the twelve plants any further. He concludes that because they happen to be near the greenhouse
door, they have been repeatedly exposed to lower temperatures than the other plants, and that this
is the problem. He records this conclusion in his notebook along with the other entries.

Early the following week, Brown is working on integrating his most recent transgenic plant
data into the first draft of the manuscript on which he is working. He has entitled it "Human
Factor VIII Production in Transgenic Tobacco Has No Deleterious Effect on Plant Growth."
When Brown comes to the data on the twelve sickly plants, he considers whether he should
exclude these plants trom his analysis. He thinks that doing so would be justified because of the
plants' proximity to the greenhouse door. In addition, the paper would be more impressive with-
out the uncertainty associated with the data trom these plants. He weighs the relevance of the data
ftom those twelve plants against the principle that there is nothing wrong with excluding outliers
and irrelevant data. Besides, he thinks these results are too important to risk letting them get held
up in the review process.

Should Brown leave out the data from those twelve plants? Why or why not?
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